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Abstract 
 This project developed a supplementary 8th grade science curriculum with a space theme.  
Normally this would greatly change a course in an effort to increase student interest in STEM fields and 
improve student test scores on standardized tests. However, in this case the 8th grade science teacher at 
Christa McAuliffe Charter Public School, Dan Anderson, a biologist, had already been to space camp, 
adopted a space theme, and increased scores.   
The question we addressed was whether adopting a lunar base/ Mars base comparative space 
theme would enable him to teach more science, especially botany and biospheres, than a traditional 
NASA research grounded space science theme?  This resulted in the preparation of one comparative 
presentation, two lunar base presentations and one Mars base presentation (complete with activities), a 
total of 4 classes (about a week) devoted to this theme.  Were the program to continue to six weeks the 
subject matter would have moved from biology into robotics.  
The result is just a proof of concept pilot test, but the approach proved quite promising. Our 
goal was to teach critical thinking and problem solving, rather than sell the space program per se, but 
the idea of going beyond NASA’s plans and current research into the larger challenge facing the next 
generation seems to have captured the imagination of most students.   Some of the science fair projects 
this year seem to have directly benefited from the presentation on Mars, which came just before that 
event.  
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Introduction  
Project Statement 
This project is part of a much larger mission, divided into a series of projects. These projects 
seek to set up a space themed spiral curriculum where the space base theme is revisited from the 5th 
grade to high school, starting with the lunar base theme in 5th grade and becoming comparative with 
Mars in 7th and 8th.  On the surface this is a means of getting students interested in the STEM fields 
before high school, and of improving their overall learning experience at those grade levels.  What sets 
the overall project apart is the subtext.  It is supported by the AIAA (American Institute of Aeronautics 
and Astronautics) due in part to their interest in getting aerospace themes into the middle school 
science curriculum.  The space programs of the 1960’s had made aerospace a central theme in this 
curriculum for a few decades, have gradually been eased out. 
 The AIAA wants to take a long term approach to the impending manpower shortage coming in 
the near future. About 25% of the experts in this field are at retirement age, or will reach it in the next 5 
years.  They need to pass on their experience, knowledge and visionary dreams to the next generation, 
the ones who could realize these dreams. There are going to be job opportunities coming in this field 
that the parents of current 10-12 year old children might not know about. The parents witnessed the 
faltering and stall of the US space program. Yet for the next generation of scientists and technologists it 
seems likely that government policy will no longer control the growth of space activity.   
The best developed unit is currently for 5th graders and considerable success and much 
experience was gained during its process of development. If nothing else, those 3 WPI student 
development teams made science the “fun” class and left enthusiastically satisfied sponsors in both the 
schools and the funders in their wake. The first team developed a spectacular 5th grade field trip 
concept. The second team pioneered the unit activity planning. The next team developed additional 
units, enhanced many of the existing ones, brought in more math concepts and did a field trip too.  
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Hence, we had some momentum going into this project as the question of what comes next in the 6th 
and 8th grades was addressed this year. A prime goal of both of the new units was to bring in some 
biology by elaborating the role of the greenhouse in the base.  However, the 6th grade team spent half of 
its time identifying and plugging lapses in conceptual mastery by the students coming out of the 5th 
grade program.   The content in the 5th and 6th grade texts is very similar. Their other major mission was 
to integrate a trip to the Tower Hill Botanical Garden with a space theme into the 6th grade program, 
thus their shift to biology had that focus. We did not have to concern ourselves with assessment and 
backfilling, but were starting from scratch thinking about what should be covered in 7th and 8th grade.  
 The spiral plan passed on to us was that chemistry, robotics and more biology with a biosphere 
and design focus were the general goals. We also faced the need to make the jump to middle school 
from elementary school.  In Worcester there are 32 elementary schools covering grades K-6 and only 4 
middle schools covering 7th and 8th grade.  We thought that our challenge would be how to develop a 
unit that continued the space base theme for the veterans of the one elementary school that was 
piloting it AND to start the space theme for students from the other seven feeder schools for the 
selected middle school. 
In the end gaining access to the middle school that we needed, where the science teacher was 
also advisor to the robotics club took too long.  We shifted to a charter school in another city that had 
an 8th grade teacher who was already using a space theme and identified an interested 7th grade teacher 
in a charter school in the city of Worcester.  This local charter school, the Abby Foster Kelley Charter 
School, was a special opportunity in its own way.  At the 7th grade level there are two science classes; 
one of them does traditional biology and chemistry while the other is a technical design class.   At a 
meeting arranged by the middle school principal of AFKCS we sold the idea to the 7th and 8th grade 
faculty, but given prior commitments to the 8th grade teacher at the Christa McAuliffe Charter School we 
were not able to get to develop any original material for the 7th grade program.  Instead we offered 
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them a rerun of the 8th grade material for the 7th graders and left it to a future group to do the fill in unit 
to come between the 6th and 8th grade units developed this year.  Having the 7th grade design class 
teacher see what was coming seemed a useful place to leave things at AFKCS.  The 8th grade teacher was 
completely on board with improving the chemistry background of the students she was preparing for 
the MCAS (Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System, a series of standardized tests all students 
in the Commonwealth must take).  The design class could therefore take on the design of the physical 
greenhouse, leaving it to the 8th graders to decide what to grow in it.  At the time we recommended 
taking on the chemistry oriented  materials processing aspect of the lunar base in the regular science 
class and considering the nature of the fleet of semi-autonomous robots needed to run the base and 
designing one or two of them each year.    The concept of this lunar base, which can feed itself and pay 
for itself, is that most of the workforce is back on Earth operating 300 robots remotely, three shifts a day 
and employing about 1000 people on Earth and 60 more on the moon at any given time.   The division of 
labor in the moon robotic fleet between those controlled by the controllers back on Earth, those 
controlled by the lunar base crew and those that pass back and forth offers many design opportunities, 
especially if the robots are to be built and reconfigured mostly on the moon.   
In the larger context of the purpose of the whole initiative, our hope is that we get to be part of 
the start of a movement which will revolutionize the way science is taught at these critical grade levels 
when there is natural curiosity about the physical world, and where dreams and visions with career 
choice implications take root. 
 
Problem Statement 
 Today in education students often fail to see the point of what they are learning, and this makes 
it more difficult than ever to keep students engaged. The goal of our space themed middle school 
science curriculum enrichment project was to take the existing guidelines and curriculum, and make the 
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curriculum seem highly applicable to students. This would not be mundane, since the examples were 
unfamiliar and the concepts experienced on Earth had to be applied in an alien setting with sometimes 
surprising implications for practical problem solving. By putting science education in a fun and 
interesting context we tried to make science engaging and also a bit of a brain teaser and playground for 
visionaries. Space topics are coming back into the forefront of American culture in a way not seen since 
the Apollo program. Though there are some new propulsion technologies, the interesting development 
is that relatively small private companies have mastered rocketry and the field is no longer controlled by 
government policy and shrinking government budgets.  NASA has also made progress in unmanned 
space exploration and the International Space Station is in operation; the ISS is considered by some a 
stepping stone back to the moon and on to Mars, and by others a budgetary drain keeping us from going 
into deep space.   We felt a space themed science curriculum enrichment program could be a way for 
students to see the point of what they’re learning, and keep them engaged, while getting them to think 
about the future and whether they wanted to be involved in pioneering on this new frontier.  The focus 
of our curriculum enrichment project was broader than space or even science education.  If it was to be 
relevant for everyone, part of science literacy, it would have to enhance critical thinking and teach about 
problem solving. Concisely, the goal of this curriculum development project was to explore an 
application-based space themed supplement to current curricula in an already usually strong science 
class.  
Our curriculum was not meant to replace current curricula; it was meant to enhance it. 
Importantly, especially in light of the new topics on the MCAS, we took existing 7th and 8th grade science 
concepts and added engineering design to them, because engineering design has been added to the 
MCAS. The curriculum enrichment consisted of activities dealing with living and working in space. We 
developed lessons on gravity, resources available on extra-terrestrial objects, different ways to make 
Moon bases, and through the greenhouse in the base dealt with botany. We felt the key to making 
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these concepts understandable to 8th graders was to present it in an active, engaging, and hands on 
teaching style, an approach also favored by Mr. Anderson.  
Though we believe that the enrichment units we developed can be used in 7th or 8th grade 
classes, we presented them to 8th graders and will refer to them as such. The 8th grade units include 
(actually begin with) a comparison of the Moon and Mars in terms of what resources are available on 
each. This unit included the gravity differences.  Gravity is a concept that is prominent in the frameworks 
defining what should be covered in Massachusetts state approved science programs (Massachusetts 
Department of Education, 2006). The main point of comparison was based on CHON (Carbon, Hydrogen, 
Oxygen, Nitrogen), examining the different CHON elements available on the two bodies and which 
elements would need to be imported to sustain life on them. Also we talked about the best places to put 
a base to support life on the Moon and Mars. For the Moon, the poles have nearly constant sunlight, 
and on Mars the equator is the warmest part of the planet. The lesson culminated with nuclear fusion of 
helium-3 and deuterium. Helium-3 is an isotope of helium that can be found on the Moon which cannot 
be found naturally on the Earth (although it can be created) [NASA]. 
 The 8th grade curriculum featured a “design review” of two technically feasible lunar bases.  
Though we designed neither of the bases they were different in interesting ways.  From a design 
standpoint, one stressed lunar ISRU (In Situ Resource Utilization). The other imported all the elements 
for a base that had an elegant design which was light and flexible; however, this was necessarily at the 
expense of radiation protection.  The tradeoffs notable in the comparison provided an opportunity for 
critical thinking. It was very evident how differently one would design a base starting from such different 
premises and problem solving the issues raised by each approach.  There were some elements that 
could be part of a synthesis design as well. The range of issues and bases for comparison that came up 
was quite impressive.  This presentation mixed robotics with chemistry, and biology with materials, 
while stressing such things as how much it matters that there was one resource already available on the 
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Moon. This particular piece was meant to teach engineering design because one of the most important 
aspects of engineering design is resource management. For teaching critical thinking, we thought 
making the case for an ISRU base or a generic mostly imported base would be effective. 
The ISRU Moon base, called Craterville, is a proposed second generation  lunar base for 60 
people which its designers claim could be completed by 2069, the 100th anniversary of the Apollo 
program lunar landings, if the USA  tried to do it. The base is depicted in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Craterville 
  The base is a gas mining facility on the moon that includes 60 people, 300 robots and 1000 
people on Earth operating the semi-autonomous robots that do the actual work that feeds and pays for 
the base. This design tied for first in technical feasibility at a 2010 architectural contest. The base 
includes a school in which a teacher is in space on a 1 year deployment but the students are on Earth. 
For the teacher in the base, there are 6 classes on Earth, each of which has control of a robot that is 
actually in the lunar base and attends class with the teacher.  They can see whatever the robot camera 
shows them.  One robot is designed to go out on the lunar surface, one to work in the greenhouse, one 
in the animal laboratory, another to do maintenance, and the last is versatile and humanoid and can do 
any of these jobs – but not as well as the robot optimized for each task.   There are other people who 
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attend the class remotely, as it is effectively a TV studio.  The teacher broadcasts to 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th 
graders on different days of the week and operates the base animal laboratory.  This idea was actually 
based on the experience of Christa McAuliffe, who was to have been the first teacher in space to give a 
televised lesson from the space shuttle Challenger had it not been lost with its entire crew.   
The other base was a completely imported base (i.e. no ISRU during construction or operation), 
with a goal that was narrower in scope. The base, called Moon Capital, was designed simply as a long 
term research facility. It is depicted in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Moon Capital 
This base is made of lightweight pre-fabricated parts, making it very easy to construct. The base is also 
on stilts. Moon Capital has a large solar array on the top that rotates to collect as much sunlight as 
possible as the Moon rotates. From its location at the South Pole the sun seems to go around the base 
on a 28 day cycle.  Moon Capital has an interesting method of protecting the crew from solar flares. 
There is a garage door style wall that comes down over the exposed part of the base toward the left.  
Notably both Moon Capital and Craterville contain substantial greenhouses, which was the 
subject of another curriculum unit. Greenhouses can serve many purposes for a Moon base other than 
just food. The plants in the greenhouse can process C02 into oxygen, which is the opposite of what 
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humans do, allowing for a natural C02 scrubbing system. Plants can also be grown for raw materials such 
as milkweed or sunflowers for rubber. This unit goes on to elaborate on the greenhouses and their uses. 
The rest of this report will present the many different enhancement materials created for the 8th 
grade class and explain the motivations of the project sponsors and ourselves as designers. We will also 
detail our background research done before and during the project. We will then detail the concrete 
results of our project and discuss the concrete results in our evaluation section. Finally this paper will 
end with a presentation of where this project should go next and what could be improved upon for next 
year.  
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Background 
 Our knowledge of the Lunar Base derives from a range of sources, published and unpublished.   
Most useful were past Interactive Qualification Projects, websites and the experience of our Advisors, 
Professor John Wilkes and Professor Michael Ciaraldi. At the beginning, a great deal of information 
about the Moon came from reading past projects and understanding the material past teams taught 
their students. These past projects also helped us develop our own science curriculum enhancement 
units by exploring their methods of teaching. We also took the time to examine their results, in order to 
grasp the elementary (5th and 6th grade) students’ learning process.  
 
Past Projects 
For instance,  the “Lunar Robotics 7th Grade Curriculum” team began their project with a 
PowerPoint Presentation of the history of Lunar exploration  “…describing the initial programs 
undertaken by the Soviet and American  space programs up to current and some future technology 
relevant to a proposed lunar base “ [Lunar Robotics 7th Grade Curriculum, 9] . We found this to be a very 
interesting way to start since this introduction had nothing to do with their project. However, as the 
past team stated, this introduction was meant to provide context and broaden the intellectual spectrum 
covered by the unit   
 Next we noticed this presentation transitioned right into the Moon environment and described 
many features of the Moon. At the level of a 5th grade understanding they discussed distance, size, 
mass, density, temperature, motion, and gravity. They took the time to make sure students understood 
what moon craters and cosmic radiation were. Finally, the authors transitioned into the robotics aspect 
of the project. Here, we noted that this team did a well thought out project as they strategically planned 
out modern robots and lunar application outlining what they would do with a week’s worth of class 
time. First, they defined a robot and discussed its role and limitations on the Moon. Second, they 
discussed how robots act in detail, stressing their methods of locomotion and forms of behavior. Finally, 
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they discussed how robots are being planned and designed for use on the Moon.  This section was well 
described, and was implemented in the classroom as a paper design project. In their paper they 
discussed all the terms, defined all the vocabulary, outlined major questions and the process they went 
about answering and made charts for comparison.  
 Finally this 7th grade team ended their project with a high level concept of power; they did a 
good job cutting it down to a level that children could understand. Specifically, this last presentation of 
their goal was to “help the students use intuitive thinking to understand how the Moon environment 
affects the performance of the robot with respect to power” [Lunar Robotics 7th Grade Curriculum, 26]. 
Here they discussed about direct vs. battery power and how the robots will be used in the greenhouse 
as well as on and off of the lunar base.  
 The second Interactive Qualification Project that we thoroughly examined was the “Developing 
a Fifth Grade Lunar –Themed Science Curriculum Unit” project. Unlike the last Interactive Qualification 
Project, this project had a section of results where it outlined the behavior of the class and its response  
to their method of teaching. The results section of this paper became very useful to reference and 
review when developing our own curriculum. Also, this project ran just prior to our project and shared 
our philosophy and goals, so many of its methods of teaching were useful models and highly valuable 
illustrations for what we needed to do.  
 Similar to the previous Interactive Qualification Project, we felt this team began their 
presentation with a topic slightly unrelated to their project. This team started with an engineering 
design project where the students were left on an island from the aftermath of a hurricane and a flood 
and asked how they would survive. The results of this presentation show success where students 
seemed to enjoy the design project. As this team stated, “5th grade students were enjoying and 
participating very eagerly in the activity. There were very creative ideas from the participating teams  
such as building a bunker (with a platform on stilts) instead of building boats” [Developing a Fifth Grade 
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Lunar –Themed Science Curriculum Unit, 14]. The paper continued to describe the different creative 
ways these students thought of solving the problem but we didn’t understand how this was related to 
the lunar curriculum.  We were later informed that the teacher wanted the team to show up before 
their program started, with a unit in the style they would use for the lunar thematic. Hence, they were 
not introducing the new style and thematic all at once.  They would be able to see whether the shift in 
style alone would have had a major impact.  Thus, they needed an activity that fit the last section of the 
text before the chapter on the solar system featuring the moon.  That happened to be the storm part of 
the Earth Studies/ Water Planet chapter, which was actually not a bad way to set up for a comparison of 
the Earth and the moon.  Water is a major difference.    It also gave them a chance to do an activity 
focusing on the force “buoyancy” which they did not see how they were going to work into the lunar 
thematic.   
 The second lesson plan was an Earth and Moon comparison. Topics in this section included: 
similarities and differences between Earth and Moon, phases of the Moon, and how and why an eclipse 
happens. What we found most interesting in this lesson plan was their hands-on Crater Making Activity. 
The inspiration came from a test activity that the teacher wanted to do. In this example a simulation of 
the Moon surface was done with a tray of flour and a marble which was dropped at different heights. 
This simulated the creation of a crater from space debris or asteroids falling and hitting the lunar 
surface.  
The team thought this a lame activity with little point that did not really answer a question.  Hence, they 
elaborated it so that the marble or ball bearing was delivered at different angles and the difference in 
impact noted.  Then they were shown an actual lunar crater and, noting that one side was higher than 
the other, they were asked at what direction and angle the impacting asteroid must have come from?  
The shift from round when dropped from above to a long track when it came in at 15 degrees intrigued 
the students and all the teams got it which side it must have come from, and 2 out of 5 teams gave a 
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good estimate of the likely angle of impact.  In its final form this enrichment activity  seemed to acquire, 
engage and hold the attention of many students, with the many different in-class visuals, props and 
hands-on activities all leading toward the answer of a question.  The students did not know it but they 
would return to this crater later, as it was the one selected for the construction of Craterville, namely 
Shackleton crater.  As this team stated, “We found that since in that past, all they had done for science 
class was read from the book, absolutely anything we did was new and exciting.” [Developing A Fifth 
Grade Lunar – Themed Science Curriculum Unit, 18].  This statement further supported our idea and 
philosophy of applying more hands-on learning in our curriculum enhancement efforts.   
 The goal of the third lesson plan was to enlighten the students on how to bend, magnify, reflect 
and refract light. This lesson plan seemed to be their most successful due to their small lecture and their 
many hands-on activities. The lecture portion went over vocabulary from the textbook where this team 
spent a little time teaching the class about convex and concave lenses, magnification, reflection, and 
refraction. Then the class got its problem: how to get light to a greenhouse that was 10 meters 
underground without using a lot of electricity to power gro-lights, which would be hard to come by on 
the moon anyway.  In effect, they had to come up with a way to concentrate the light, make it take a 90 
degree turn, go down a hole, turn another 90 degrees and then diffuse--spread out so as not to zap the 
plants in the path of the beam.  As a side benefit, this direction changing separated the light from 
radiation as the radiation goes straight and the light can be made to change direction.   
Normally one applied the concepts only after they are understood, but this team moved on to 
demonstrations and letting the students get their hands on toys that reflect light right away.  They had a 
problem to solve and would learn the vocabulary on a need-to-know basis. Still, these brief 
demonstrations gave visual support to the vocabulary and terms they were just introduced to. Terms 
like convex and concave seemed to confuse them and had to be explained several times.  Interestingly, 
the students rapidly got which one of the two lenses they needed to concentrate light and which to 
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diffuse light by trial and error in handling them.  It was the names that eluded them, and the names 
would be on the test later in the year.    
In addition to the usual magnifying glass, there were two toys especially useful for illustrating 
magnification and reflection.  There were special binoculars with a switch; flipping it shifted a mirror and 
one suddenly was looking sideways.  Going back and forth was something all the students seemed to 
enjoy.  However the toy that gave them the answer to their problem, and nearly all of them saw it 
immediately or after a few minutes, was double reflection as shown through a periscope. The concept of 
refraction was explained and illustrated with a refracting mirror, but was not really part of the thrust of 
the problem solving and thus, a year later on a multiple choice test, only 20% of them got the refraction 
item correct.  About 80% got the reflection question right. So, this team ended their class with a Light 
Bending Activity which tied the lesson into the lunar base theme.  All the student teams figured out how 
to get light into an underground greenhouse without using electricity and light bulbs.  
What we found very interesting was that prior to the start of the activity, the fifth graders were 
asked to hypothesize as to what they believed would happen. This introduced the students to a more 
critical thinking and engineering mindset. And as the results showed, this lesson plan seemed to be 
extremely successful. Students were very excited to see the toys and equipment brought into class. The 
demonstrations and activities proved to be a great learning experience for the students. Demonstrations 
whether before or after the hands-on activity seem to give students a clearer understanding of the 
terms/definitions and allowed for higher level understanding.  By making connections and solving the 
problem themselves and having specific experiences tied to the concept there was learning going on at 
several levels, leading to greater mastery and higher rates of retention of the knowledge.  It was useful 
as well as interesting and you could not only use it to see around corners, but aslo the channel beams of 
light.  As the team stated, “They got a clearer understanding of how can light be bent or reflected 
through glasses and mirrors and by combining them they can make binoculars or periscopes of their 
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own” [Developing a Fifth Grade Lunar-Themed Science Curriculum Unit, 27].  Indeed, one year the team 
actually made some periscopes out of cardboard and some of the mirrors the students were given to 
handle.  They did not work all that well, as they had no magnification.  Still they were inserted into a box 
and one side of it was cut open and covered with a dark cloth.  Then one student in the group put his or 
her head inside and reported  which wall of the box the light from a flashlight shown onto, depending on 
which way the crude periscope was pointed.  Thus, they could really see light get into an “underground” 
dark chamber.  That was not considered necessary the next year and the homemade periscopes and box 
activities were dropped as being too time consuming when the students already had the idea from 
handling the commercially available toys.  They could solve the problem without the analogy getting so 
literal. ,  
This team made two more successful lesson plans, the crater activity as specified in the text and 
one on friction and magnetism.  Then they turned their attention to planning an extraordinary field trip 
“to the moon, at WPI” featuring robots, Legos a Van de Graff generator, and images from the lunar base 
competition in the first iteration of the “design review activity.”  In this case they presented six lunar 
base designs, too many in our opinion to present any of them thoroughly.  Overall they did a great 
project, but did not do many lesson plans. This was a three-person team. Results from the few lesson 
plans they did thoroughly described the class reaction and response to their teaching. The two-person 
team the next year was the one in which the crater activity was embellished, the light activity 
streamlined, and lunar base themed activities to go with the chapters on Matter, Energy, Electricity and 
Gravity were developed.  That team did not attempt to run a field trip as well.  Not until the third 
iteration did a team add two unit activities, deliver something on all the chapters and run a downsized 
version of the field trip for just the classes they were working with; it required a four-person team to do 
all that.    These past Interactive Qualification Projects were a great help in taking note on successful 
teaching and learning skills, but we thoroughly reviewed and gained inspiration from only the first two.  
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The details of the later 5th grade projects were less relevant to us since they were not starting from 
scratch and justifying their approach with educational goals and theory, as they were follow-up teams.  
However, we adopted the Energy chapter activity (which came with a kit of materials worth $50.00) 
developed by Jon Rodgerson of the second round activity development team.  The lunar base context of 
this involved getting water from the bottom of the crater up a 30 degree slope to the lunar base at the 
rim of the crater 4 kilometers away.   
Massachusetts Science and Technology/Engineering Curriculum Framework  
 
Reviewing other state guidelines ( called Frameworks) allows one to understand what 
knowledge and understanding of science students should have up to grade 8 which, like 5th grade,  is a 
year that the state MCAS  test is taken at the end of the year. The curriculum frameworks also outline 
the scientific topics students should learn during 8th grade as well as their expected level of critical 
thinking. While reading through the state’s learning requirements, we stumbled upon some important 
teaching skills and key points of information. As the Massachusetts Science Curriculum states the 
expected level of experimentation and design in the classroom is: 
.  
• In grades 6–8, teacher guidance remains important but allows for more variation in student 
approach. Students at this level are ready to formalize their understanding of what an 
experiment requires by controlling variables to ensure a fair test. Their work becomes more 
quantitative, and they learn the importance of carrying out several measurements to minimize 
sources of error. Because students at this level use a greater range of tools and equipment, they 
must learn safe laboratory practices (see Appendix IV). At the conclusion of their investigations, 
students in these grades can be expected to prepare reports of their questions, procedures, and 
conclusions. 
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 Under the Earth and Space Science category, the state’s curriculum states: 
 
• In grades 6–8, students gain sophistication and experience in using models, satellite images, 
and maps to represent and interpret processes and features. In the early part of this grade span, 
students continue to investigate geological materials’ properties and methods of origin. As their 
experiments become more quantitative, students should begin to recognize that many of the 
earth’s natural events occur because of processes such as heat transfer. Students in these 
grades should recognize the interacting nature of the Earth’s four major systems: the 
geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere. They should begin to see how the Earth’s 
movement affects both the living and nonliving components of the world. Attention shifts from 
the properties of particular objects toward an understanding of the place of the Earth in the 
solar system and changes in the Earth’s composition and topography over time. Middle school 
students grapple with the importance and methods of obtaining direct and indirect evidence to 
support current thinking. They recognize that new technologies and observations change our 
explanations about how things in the natural world behave.  
 
Professors 
 Aside from the past projects and the Massachusetts Middle School Science Curriculum, a large 
portion of information and knowledge came directly from Professor John Wilkes and Professor Michael 
Ciaraldi. Professor John Wilkes, from the Social Science and Policy Studies s Department and a past 
chairman of the AIAA New England Chapter, is now head of the educational outreach committee.  He 
also had entered a lunar base design competition with a team of 7 other people ranging from an 
architect to a botanist.  Team Goddard, as it was called, even had a professor of interior decoration and 
design.  He enlightened us with his knowledge and his dedicated research on the lunar base problem 
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and lunar conditions in general.  Every week was a new learning experience with Professor John Wilkes 
when he sat us down and taught us the characteristics of the Moon and sometimes Mars. Especially 
striking was the difference and purpose of each lunar base design and how they all varied from what 
one would build on Mars.  There is no generic space base if ISRU is involved, and that was a surprise to 
us.  As we were working with a science teacher with a biology background, the products and food we 
are able to grow in the greenhouses under and on the lunar surface were a special focus of interest and 
the 6th grade team (also advised by him) was working on that question as well to justify a trip to Tower 
Hill Botanical Garden, paid for by the AIAA.. At times Professor John Wilkes would give us more facts and 
inform us of the news and updates NASA recently posted.  
 Professor Michael Ciaraldi was another helpful resource. Professor Ciaraldi, from the 
Department of Computer Science, has been working with Professor Wilkes for a while. They met while 
thinking about how to build a robot to move lunar regolith as part of a NASA challenge.  A team that 
Prof. Ciaraldi was on later won that challenge and got the $500,000 prize with an entry called 
“Moonraker”. The AIAA New England Chapter helped pay for that project when John Wilkes was the 
chapter chairman; he and Prof. Ciaraldi took the robot several places to show it off at AIAA exhibits and 
other gatherings.  
 During our weekly meetings, Professor Ciaraldi would support or add to Professor Wilkes’ facts 
and teachings. He was also a great help in developing a partnership with a school district and helped 
plan events and trips. Overall, Professor Michael Ciaraldi had a large impact on this project as well and 
we are thankful for both professor’s support and kind teachings.  Had the project continued, the next 
until would have been on the fleet of   semiautonomous robots (like Moonraker) running the Craterville 
base, which was essentially an agricultural village attached to a sophisticated mining camp.    
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Methodology 
 Prior to creating our enhancement activities we had to understand the 8th grade classroom 
environment. Mr. Dan Anderson kindly showed us his classroom structure and how he taught his 
students. When entering the class, Mr. Anderson gives each of his students what he calls a “Do Now”. 
When the students sit down, their main objective is to complete this Do Now. This worksheet is 
structured to be the introduction of the day’s learning material. It is mainly a worksheet that is either 
review from a previous class that has some importance to that day’s lecture, or it is simply a way to get 
the students to start thinking and warming up their brains. This Do Now takes no more than five 
minutes.  
 Preceding this, a student is then asked to read the Learning Target(s) (LT) from the board. The 
learning target(s) is the overall question(s) of the day’s class. It is the main question we refer back to, 
and we make sure each student can answer this question before leaving the room. After, Dan then 
begins his lecture and speech that he had prepared. His lecture ranges from a slide show presentation to 
writing information on the board which students copy down. Throughout this lecture, Dan uses 
worksheets and handouts to better explain his lecture. Usually he has an activity for the students to do 
as well. Dan also believes in hands on learning as the most effective way of teaching.  
 Finally, Dan has the students do an Exit Ticket worksheet before the students leave. As the name 
suggests, the questions on the exit ticket reflect the general knowledge students should leave the 
classroom knowing.  
 Understanding Dan’s method of teaching, we based our enhancement curriculum around his 
learning techniques. However, something different we wanted to do was decrease the lecture learning 
time and increase the in-class activity. In a single class, we wanted to get in as many demonstrations and 
as much hands-on learning as possible. Students would then find class to be fun and interesting when 
you give them something that’s constantly interactive.  
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Results 
Ultimately the tangible results of our project are a set of curriculum units that represent the 
start of a supplemental 7th and 8th grade science curriculum. The curriculum units include at least an 
introductory exercise (a "Do Now"), a presentation, a hands-on-activity, and a closing exercise (an "Exit 
Ticket") to wrap up. These units were field tested at Christa McAuliffe Regional Charter Public School 
with outside project partner Dan Anderson. This project also included a proposal presentation to the 
Abby Kelly Foster Charter School in Worcester. This presentation did ultimately get the Abby Kelly Foster 
School on board with the project, but too late for them to be involved with this iteration of the 7th and 
8th grade curriculum project. Also this project resulted in a presentation for the AIAA New England 
Chapter Conference in Maryland, which we presented at the beginning of B term. All of the specific 
materials we produced can be found in the appendices. We will discuss the above in chronological 
order, starting with the AIAA conference. 
AIAA Maryland Convention 
 An IQP project was only practical if we had a middle school looking for a science curriculum 
enhancement and willing to test a change in learning style on their students. Professor John Wilkes 
arranged a meeting for us with Mr. Dan Anderson from Christa McAuliffe Regional Charter Public School. 
Mr. Dan Anderson is a Middle School Science Educator who is a biology lover at heart. During our 
meeting, Dan seemed intrigued and very interested in the enhancement curriculum idea. He said he is 
trying a similar learning style with his students where he tries to keep as far away from textbook 
learning as possible. He enlightened us with his teaching methods of a small lecture and more hands-on 
activity. He also informed us of the space science projects he has his students do and the science fair 
they attend in remembrance of Christa McAuliffe.  Dan asked us to have our enhancement learnings 
around this event for it fit the time period and the space topic his students were learning. At the end of 
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the day, we were able to acquire a partnership with Mr. Dan Anderson and able to test our 3 planned 
enrichment learning lessons with 4 of his classes. 
 In the search of new partnerships, we found ourselves applying for the AIAA Maryland 
Conference. Our goal in this conference was to expand our idea to other teachers and staff that are 
interested in becoming a better influence on their students, as well as to introduce ourselves to larger 
and greater organizations that would like to aid in our endeavor.  In the process, we attended other 
presentations about space. When our time came, we were assigned a room and had a presentation 
ready for the spectators. Dan starting off by introducing himself; his current work and goals became a 
great transition into our presentation. 
 
Presentation 
 Beginning the presentation, we started off introducing ourselves as Mudassir Ali and Andrew 
Leonard and our advisors, Professor Michael Ciaraldi and Professor John Wilkes. We proceeded with 
discussing our major goal for this project:  augmenting the Middle School Science curriculum for a better 
learning experience. The reason behind this is that states have been introducing more engineering 
design problems and we wanted students to be prepared as better critical thinkers and problem solvers. 
In the process we wanted to bring the space theme back into classrooms as well as moving more 
towards hands-on activity learning rather than textbook and lecture. In the end, we had hoped this 
change would lead students to become more interested in STEM fields. 
 Moving on to the next slide, we transitioned into discussing the major topic of space we wanted 
to cover – understanding the difference between the Moon and Mars. The reason for comparing is that 
comparing allows for an effective critical thinking and problem solving environment. We wanted 
students to understand the different ways to sustain life on Mars and on the Moon as well as how these 
heavenly bodies differ. We wanted them to understand the valuable resources on each body and how to 
utilize these resources for agriculture and life. We wanted them to understand the reasons behind the 
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difference in base design, and the heavy use of robots would have been a great way to introduce 
engineering design. 
 When enhancing curriculum units we had a list of relevant differences we wanted to explore. 
From an ISRU standpoint (In Situ Resource Utilization) these differences have huge implications on the 
base and many other applications, including agriculture. Agriculture requires carbon, nitrogen, 
hydrogen, and oxygen. Carbon dioxide is plentiful in the Mars atmosphere and we can extract carbon 
and oxygen from the CO2. On the Moon carbon is rare and oxygen can be extracted from the oxide 
rocks. Nitrogen and hydrogen are abundant on Mars, whereas they are not abundant on the Moon. 
Helium-3 is a rare isotope that can be found on the Moon, and is a useful topic to introduce fuel depots. 
We would also be teaching that the best settlement for agriculture on the Moon is its poles because 
there is light there nearly all the time. On Mars, the equator is the best area for settlement because it is 
warmer. 
 For our Moon base scenario, since the best places for agriculture on the Moon are on the poles, 
the base is located in Shackleton Crater, very near the South Pole. This area is presented in Figure 3 
below. The base is expected to accompany 60 people and 300 robots. Inspired by Christa McAuliffe, our 
Moon base scenario includes a teacher who broadcasts lessons to students on earth. The students on 
earth get to control some of the robots. Most of the robots are controlled by dedicated operators on 
Earth. 
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Figure 3: Shackleton Crater 
The Moon base is a biosphere in a hostile, but resource rich environment. The Moon base has a 
greenhouse for food and botany. There is also an animal laboratory operated by the teacher. These are 
a great way to bring biology into a space curriculum. 
The Moon base is made economically viable via the export of helium-3 and oxygen. Helium-3 is 
a rare isotope from the sun, not found within any atmospheres. Helium-3 has important applications in 
nuclear fusion. While oxygen is plentiful on Earth, it is expensive and inefficient to get it out of the 
Earth’s gravitational field. Exporting oxygen from the Moon is relatively efficient compared to exporting 
from the Earth, because of its weaker gravitational field. 
For our Mars scenario, we had adopted the Mars Foundation’s Phobo- first scenario. This 
scenario is plausible with current technology. The idea was to make an initial temporary base on the 
Martian moon Phobos. This was because the gravity well of Mars makes it a one-way trip until you 
develop the infrastructure to leave the planet. The low gravity of Phobos makes it easier to return to 
Earth. 
From Phobos, robots would be operated to build the base and other infrastructure. This could 
not be done as well from Earth because there is a minimum of a 14 minute latency to get feedback from 
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the robot’s actions. The Mars base would be made out of as many local materials as possible. This is 
because raw materials for plastics are available, and most parts for the base can be produced via 
additive manufacturing. Below, Figure 4 is an artist’s rendition of the Mars base 
 
Figure 4: Mars Base 
The way we planned on implementing our curriculum augmentation units are through a set of 
enrichment labs and hands-on activities. These activities focus on critical thinking and problem solving 
skills, while also showcasing Engineering design problems. Another way we planned on implementing 
our curriculum enhancement project was with a field trip to a relevant location such as a space exhibit, 
like a botanical garden for a biology curriculum.  
At the end of the presentation not many questions were asked; however, very few people 
became interested in helping in our endeavor. The convention was not as successful as we had hoped 
and did not attract much of an audience; however we are pleased to have made some connections. 
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Lesson One: Life on the Moon and Mars 
 As the students entered the classroom, we handed them the Do Now in-class questions. The 
four questions that started getting the students thinking are: 
1. Draw the Solar System as you know it and try to include at least the Sun, Earth, the Moon 
and Mars 
2. Rank these 4 in size, 1 on the biggest and 4 on the smallest 
3. Do you think you will be heavier or lighter on the Moon? 
4. Do you think you will be heavier or lighter on Mars? 
After five minutes, we went over the answers to the Do Now and informed students to not 
worry if they got anything wrong. All the questions would have been reviewed over and learned in the 
presentation. A copy of the slide show presentation is presented in the Appendix under Lesson One. 
However, the entire lecture and information presented during the class began with defining Gravity. 
Science Topics Covered 
 Gravity and Gravitational Force 
 Elements for Life 
 Phases of the Moon (If time was given) 
 Nuclear Fusion 
 
Presentation 
 Gravity: it’s what keeps us on Earth; it’s the attractive force between all objects. The amount of 
force we feel as our weight is based upon the mass and density of the Earth and ourselves – the mass of 
the Earth being the much bigger contributor. Gravity is also what keeps objects from moving away from 
each other while in motion, causing orbits. The Sun, even though it is farther away than the closest 
other planets, Mars and Venus, is still the dominant mass in the Solar System and its gravitational force 
is strong enough to keep all the planets from moving away from it. The closest body in our solar system 
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to Earth is the Moon. On the Moon, there is 1/6th the gravitational force of that on earth. That means if 
you were on the Moon you would weigh about how much you weighed as a baby or toddler! Note: The 
activity of gravity and gravitational force can be presented here. This activity is talked more about in the 
Activity section. 
Unlike the Earth, though, the Moon’s mass isn’t very evenly distributed. In fact, the near side of 
the moon has much more mass than the far side of the moon – the near side of the moon is much 
denser. This is why we only see one side of the moon, even though just like all the other planets and 
moons our moon rotates. It just rotates at the right rate to move in tandem with Earth, making a day 
and night at the Moon’s equator 14.75 Earth days and 14.75 Earth nights. This constant way in which the 
Moon moves relative to Earth is what makes the man in the Moon always face the Earth. Note: The 
Moon Phase activity can be presented here. This activity is talked more about in the Activity section. 
The next closest major object in our solar system is the planet Mars, which is bigger than the 
Moon, but smaller than the Earth. The gravitational force on Mars is about 3/8 of that on Earth. This 
means you would weigh about 37.5% of what you weigh on Earth.   
One thing Mars and the Moon have in common is that they are the two next places mankind 
should logically settle on. Each has its own unique local resources and therefore there are unique 
challenges in settling them. There is one thing that is certain though; there are 4 elements that are 
absolutely needed in abundance for life as we know it. Those are CHON – Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, 
and Nitrogen. If mankind is to move into the final frontier and colonize space, these four resources are 
of the upmost importance. 
First, let’s talk about settling on the Moon. On the equator the Moon has 14.75 Earth day days 
where the temperature gets extremely hot up to 250F, as well as a 14.75 Earth day night where the 
temperature gets extremely cold, down to -250F. At the poles temperatures can be as low as -387F, in 
craters that never see sunlight. On the surface of the South Pole where there is almost constant light 
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temperatures can reach 225F. If a base must be self-sustaining it needs sunlight often to grow plants. 
The 14.75 Earth day night without sunlight would make this very difficult. On the poles of the Moon 
though, there are parts that have almost constant sunlight. Therefore it would stay around 225F in these 
locations. Having the most stable temperatures which are relatively high, this would be the place to 
build a Moon base that would be able to grow plants.  
The Moon has almost no atmosphere like we do on Earth. Therefore, the Moon is exposed 
directly to the vacuum of space. The Moon doesn’t have a rotating core and magnetosphere (magnetic 
force-field), this coupled with the lack of atmosphere exposes the surface to intense radiation from the 
solar wind. The Moon does have resources we can exploit, though. Oxygen can be extracted from the 
oxide rocks. Hydrogen can also be extracted from regolith, or moon soil, especially where it has never 
been exposed to sunlight (such as in a crater at a pole). However, it is nowhere near as plentiful as 
oxygen.  The CHON resources that can’t be found in substantial quantities on the Moon are nitrogen and 
carbon. To make the Moon base work, nitrogen would certainly need to be imported, and probably 
carbon too, but there are trace amounts of carbon that we know of, about 100 parts per million (ppm). 
To make agriculture on the Moon base, plants absolutely need nitrogen, and people would prefer an 
Earth-like atmosphere. 
Mars would pose different challenges to settlement. Luckily, a day on Mars is about the same as 
it is on Earth. Therefore, like Earth the place that would be warmest with the most sunlight is the 
equator. And the equator would be the best place to build a base to grow plants. It has an atmosphere 
that is rich in CO2, not breathable to humans, but it makes getting two of the four CHON elements easy 
to get. Nitrogen can be found on Mars relatively easily. Spectral images have shown that the soil near 
the Martian poles has a lot of hydrogen, probably in the form of ice. If not, the hydrogen can be 
combined with oxygen extracted from the C02-rich atmosphere to form water. 
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The Earth and Mars have all 4 CHON elements, but the gravitational force that must be 
overcome to leave the Earth makes export from Earth inefficient or energy intensive. However, Mars 
and the Moon have much less of a gravitational force and would therefore be easier to export from. The 
Moon has oxygen, and space stations and orbiting rocket fuel depots would need this resource. Mars 
has carbon in the atmosphere, and the Moon needs it. The earth has Nitrogen in the atmosphere which 
can be extracted from it by a satellite orbiting 100 km above Earth. The Earth, the Moon, and Mars all 
need energy and power too. A rare form of Helium called helium-3, which is heavier than regular 
helium, can be used to make power. The Moon has the greatest supply of this resource; it can also 
supply oxygen and regular helium more efficiently than the other two bodies. Therefore we could export 
a mixture of helium-3(10%), regular helium-4 (20%) and oxygen(70%), for stability, from the Moon to 
power the Earth and Mars. We could export carbon and nitrogen from Mars more efficiently than Earth, 
and therefore Mars would be the logical place to export carbon and nitrogen from to support a Moon 
settlement. This gas trade would be the foundation of a near space gas trade economy.  
The helium-3, helium, and oxygen on the Moon would help that base pay for itself. The 
abundance of hydrogen and carbon on Mars would also make Mars profitable. Besides being needed for 
life, hydrogen and carbon have other uses – plastics. Hydrogen and carbon are very versatile elements 
that can be used to form repetitive hydrocarbon chains, or plastic. 
C02 (carbon and oxygen) and nitrogen are needed to grow plants. The plants then break the C02 
down and release oxygen. On Mars we can take the CO2 in the atmosphere in a similar way. On the 
Moon, oxygen is found in oxide-rocks – oxide meaning that it contains oxygen. The oxygen can be 
extracted from these rocks, but in a different manner. 
Finally, a rare form of Helium called Helium-3, is used in Nuclear Fusion. Helium-3 comes directly 
from the Sun and rides the solar winds out through the solar system. Helium-3 is lighter than regular 
helium; they are both much lighter than most other elements. This means helium gets deflected off the 
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atmosphere of Earth and any other planet or moon that has an atmosphere. The Moon not having an 
atmosphere means that the helium-3 lands on the surface and can be collected. Helium-3 is important 
and valuable for nuclear fusion. Nuclear fusion is a process in which atoms are launched at each other in 
high speed collisions that end up making two atoms combine into a new atom; this process releases a 
lot of energy. This energy can be used to power settlements on the Moon and Mars, and even help solve 
the energy crisis on Earth. We end the class with a Moon vs. Mars Handout, and if there is time, an 
activity to demonstrate nuclear fusion with play-doh. This is talked more about in the Activity section. 
Throughout this presentation pictures and diagrams were being written on the board. As the 
discussion about life was being presented a large circle was drawn on the board as Earth,  and a list of all 
the elements for life was written within Earth. When the lecture about the Moon came up, another 
circle was draw next to Earth and all the characteristics about the Moon were drawn within the Moon.  
Similarly, when Mars was being introduced a third circle representing Mars was created and all its 
characteristics were written within its own circle. Doing this allowed for a better outline and visual 
comparison for middle school students to remember. Also, doing this allowed for a great way to 
understand the gas trade, as arrows were made pointing from one planet to the next. This way the 
students can always remember which elements were being exported and imported from a picture 
rather than just hearing about it from a lecture. Figure 5 illustrates the overall picture that was created 
by the end of class. 
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Figure 5: Inter-planetary Gas Trade 
 
Activity 
 Due to the lack of time, we were unable to get to the demonstrations. The only activity we were 
able to talk about was the Mars vs. Moon handout. Starting with the first activity, we had planned to 
explore the idea of gravity through understanding the difference in the landing process from the Earth 
to the Moon. The way this is done is by getting students in groups of three or four. Each group is given 
an egg, straws, glue and paper clips. The students were to weigh the egg and then calculate what it 
would weigh on the Moon. Next, the students were to use the straws to create a structure around the 
egg such that the egg then weighed one-sixth of its normal weight. Students are then asked what would 
happen if the just the egg fell from a three foot high table. Lastly, the students were asked what would 
happen if the egg, cushioned with straws, feel at three feet. This would have hopefully taught the 
students about gravity and how it differs on each planet.  
 The second activity would have been a demonstration of gravitational force. The idea behind 
this demonstration would have been attaching a ball to a string and twirling the string in a circle. This 
would in turn cause the ball to circulate and rotate around the center. This would present the students 
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the understanding of how objects revolve around the Sun as well as how the Moon revolves around the 
Earth. 
 The third and most enjoyable activity that we did not get to was explaining the Moon phases. 
We had thought of a great way of teaching the Moon phase through Oreo Cookies. The cream inside the 
cookie represented the Moon. Each student is also given a napkin and a spoon. So, each time the moon 
changes phase, a portion of the cream is cut/ scooped onto the napkin. This allows the students to 
understand that the cut out side of the moon still exists but it is just blocked out due to the Sun’s light. 
Once all the cream is moved onto the napkin a new Moon is created and the process continues back 
onto the cookie. Once students understand the phases of the Moon they are then allowed to eat the 
Oreo cookie.  
 The Moon vs. Mars comparison was the only activity we had time for. The handouts displayed a 
picture differentiating the Moon and Mars and simple questions from the lecture and PowerPoint 
presentation that we knew to be very important for students to remember. Answers for this handout 
were written on the board once students raised their hands and answered one of the questions 
correctly.  The two activity handouts are presented in the Appendix under lesson one.  
 The final planned activity was an activity that demonstrated nuclear fusion. For this activity each 
student needed a ball of play-doh and a marble. Each student would roll the play-doh into a ball and 
make the marble collide with it. They would watch the two balls smash into one another and combine. 
In turn this would help the students understand nuclear fusion.  
 As for the exit ticket, some classes got this worksheet and some classes did not. The exit ticket 
was just a summary of the whole class and to see if they understood the topic of discussion. The exit 
ticket had only six questions: 
1. Put the following in order of their distance from Earth, closest to farthest: Sun, Moon, and Mars. 
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2. What two vital resources are not present on the Moon? 
 
3. Put the following in order from the lowest mass to the highest mass: Earth, Moon, Mars, and Sun. 
 
4. What was your favorite part of the lesson? 
 
5. Write 3 things you learned. 
 
6. Write 3 things that you found unclear or didn’t understand from the lesson.  
In conclusion, this exit ticket summed up some of the important science topics we wanted the 
students to take away from the lesson. Gravity was perhaps the most important concept here because 
it's the one in which students often have the hardest time grasping. The resources available on the 
Moon segue into our next lesson. . 
Lesson 2: Moon Base Comparison 
Science Topics Covered 
 Forces and Energy 
 Potential Energy 
 Kinetic Energy 
 Energy Preservation/Transfer 
 Momentum 
Presentation 
For our second curriculum unit,  we did a lesson on technically feasible Moon bases that tied for 
first in elegance and feasibility in a 2010 Boston Society of Architects contest run by Shiftboston. The 
two designs featured different philosophies of Moon bases. The Craterville design was an ISRU (in situ 
resource utilization) base that tries to use as many local materials as possible. The Moon Capital design 
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imported all materials needed to make and sustain the base. The details below are specific to these 
bases as we presented them to the students. In some places we specified details which the original 
designers did not. The full set of lesson materials is in the appendix section for lesson 2. 
This lesson started off with a Do Now like other lessons. This activity reviewed the previous 
lesson. It reviewed CHON (Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, and Nitrogen) which are the four primary 
elements needed for life. It also covered the resources available on the Moon and Mars as well as what 
would have to be imported to sustain life on those two extra-planetary bodies. This summed up the 
important content from lesson 1 that was needed for lesson 2.  
Then we moved onto the presentation about the two different Moon bases starting with 
Craterville, located on Shackleton Crater at the South Pole of the Moon. To go with this presentation, we 
gave the students fill in the blank notes. Depicted in is Figure 6 the Craterville base. 
 
Figure 6: Craterville Schematic 
For Craterville, we started with how this base acquires CHON. Craterville gets oxygen from 
oxidated compounds in the regolith, i.e. iron oxide and titanium oxide. Hydrogen can be acquired from 
water in Shackleton Crater. Nitrogen and carbon, however, must be imported from Earth. Nitrogen 
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would be extracted from Earth’s atmosphere via a PROFAC system (Demetriades, 1962). A PROFAC 
system is essentially an orbiting satellite that skims off atmospheric gases. Depending on how high the 
satellite orbits, it can collect different gases from the atmosphere. Carbon could be imported in the form 
of shipping crates, meaning that the shipping crates will be made of carbon. Other methods could work 
too. This Moon base also exports Helium-3 to Earth and that is used as fuel for fusion reactors. Exporting 
resources from Moon to Earth done in aluminum containers because Al is plentiful on the Moon. 
Perhaps the most obvious feature, the base has 3 layers 10m apart and located 10m 
underground. The top level is the greenhouse or agricultural level. The base also has considerable 
protection from solar flares. In the event of a solar flare people would go down to the bottom level, 36 
meters below the lunar surface. Another striking feature is a tube of water going from the bottom level 
to the top of the base. This water filled chamber serves as the primary method of exterior access. This 
alternative airlock uses water to maintain a pressure differential. This way there is no loss of the base’s 
atmosphere from pressurizing and depressurizing a standard airlock. The base also does contain a 
standard airlock for large/sensitive equipment. 
We presented the primary base energy source as a Helium-3 nuclear fusion reactor. The base 
also takes advantage of the nearly continuous sunlight on the South Pole. There is a tower which looks 
like a tube coming out of the Greenhouse in the diagram above that has reflective surface that takes in 
light and sends it down to the greenhouse. It does this by focusing a lot of light in a small beam and 
transporting it down to the greenhouse where it then disperses the light. Water is acquired from 
perpetually dark areas in crater. An ice-house makes ice into circular forms and ice is then pulled up to 
lowest level of the base- the water processing area. We did a demo of how this works so we'll save the 
details of this for when the demo is discussed. 
Moon Capital was not designed using an ISRU philosophy. A stylized view of Moon Capital is 
shown below: 
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Figure 7: Moon Capital 
 Like with Craterville, we started with how the base acquires CHON. The base acquires CHON by 
importing everything. This base is only 3 meters under the Lunar Regolith, which blocks 90% of cosmic 
radiation. However, visible above the layer of regolith is an unprotected observation areas. These areas 
would be subject to radiation and this was ultimately a flaw in the design, but a relatively easy flaw to 
fix. In the event of a solar flare, garage type doors go down and cover exposed areas of the base along 
the crater, and the people go to a bunker deep under the surface, not pictured in the figure. However, 
this design is still very inadequate for protection against radiation. 
This base's primary energy source is solar energy. The tower seen in the figure is in two parts.  
The top is a photovoltaic solar panel and the bottom is a large reflective surface that rotates and fills the 
greenhouse with light. This base is placed on stilts, which was a feature the contest judges who were 
architects really liked. It meant you could get to all parts of the exterior for maintenance. This base uses 
standard airlocks are used to get in and out of base and water is acquired from a shallow crater, 
however a crater that looks like this and could use this water gathering system does not seem to exist 
on the south pole of the Moon. This is a significant design flaw. However, this base tied with Craterville 
because of it was feasible, its  the flaws would be fixable, and it was elegantly drawn. This base was 
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admired because even though all materials used in the based design are imported, the actual materials 
and designs were made as light and efficient as possible. Tom Schmitt got all the tiny details about that 
right, so even though there were some design flaws dealing with  radiation risks, ultimately the design 
was very good if ISRU was not an evaluation criterion.  However, it was one criterion, so Craterville got 
the technical elegance part of the technical award and Schmitt’s design got the feasibility part of the 
technical award since it did not require as many new capabilities. Schmitt was also a finalist for the 
aesthetics award that was given by the architects in the overall contest involving 102 entries, only 20 of 
which were feasible enough to be considered in the second award deliberations.    
The next item in the lesson was  a demo about how Craterville gets ice from Schackleton crater. 
To start, the figure below shows the interesting geometry of Shackleton crater, though it is not to scale: 
 
 
Figure 8: Shackleton Crater Geometry 
The 4km depth of the crater is only penetrated about 40% of the way down with light, and therefore 
one would need to get light and heat down to the bottom of the crater where ice can be found. The 
process starts with a big parabolic mirror to reflect and focus light down into the bottom of the crater. 
The general path of the light is shown at the right of the figure above. The light is focused down on a 
black ice-house that heats up the icy regolith at the bottom of the crater and separates out the water. 
The water is then put into a form and refrozen. The pure ice extracted is then put on a track and brought 
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up the side of the crater. About halfway up the light hits it and things really heat up for 14-15 Earth days 
out of 28-29, or half of one lunar day. From the last lesson we know that on the moon where there is no 
light, temperatures get down below -200 and where there is direct  sunlight temperatures can go over 
200 degrees. This extreme temperature differential would exist between the light and dark areas of the 
craters. When the ice gets into the light there is a possibility that it could be stressed and reshaped 
enough to break free and go crashing back down into the crater and smash the ice-house to bits. 
 The higher up the crater the ice gets the more potential energy it gains. The higher the potential 
energy when released the more kinetic or moving energy the ice has at the bottom of the crater. The 
first solution to this problem was to put one ice ball at the bottom of the track so that way the ice ball 
falling down the crater hits that instead. However, the falling ice ball merely transferred its energy and 
momentum into the second ball. The next solution was to put five ice balls at the bottom of the crater 
touching each other. This however had the same effect. Some students commented that this works like 
Newton’s cradle, with its transfer of momentum and kinetic energy. Finally we separated the balls of ice 
at the bottom which allowed the energy to dissipate over a series of collisions, which saved the ice 
house once the lesser gravity on the moon was taken into account. 
Activity 
Next came the design activity. Given the lesson and two presented bases, we had students 
design their own Moon bases. They had to work with the following design requirements, which the two 
bases from the contest had to meet as well: 
 Facilities located 3m (10 ft) below Lunar Surface for Protection from everyday radiation (not 
solar flares) 
 Minimal risk of solar Flares, vacuum of space, etc.  
 Human Comfort 
 All plans support a resident staff of 60 people  
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 All entrants were to presume the infrastructure of a first generation base under construction by 
2030, completed by 2040 
The three best designs are shown in the figures below. 
 
Figure 9 
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Figure 10 
 
Figure 11 
The other base designs which showed clear effort are in the appendix. While doing this activity we also 
introduced the students to moon boots to give them an idea of what it feels like to walk on the moon. 
The moon boots are shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 12: Moon Boots 
The final activity of this lesson was the exit ticket. The students completed it and handed it in as 
they left class. The exit ticket reviewed the material from the presentation.  It asked the same questions 
about each base, i.e. how does the base acquire the CHON elements, what’s the base’s energy source, 
radiation protection, etc. 
Lesson Three: 
This lesson was planned, but not delivered in the official WPI credit duration of this project. This 
section will detail our lesson plan, but we won't be able to put any feedback from delivery in this lesson. 
However, for integrity's sake this unit will be delivered during D term, and an assessment will be on file 
with Professor Wilkes. This is outside the official range of our project and thus has to be done after this 
paper must be submitted. Actual materials used in the delivered lesson may vary slightly.  
Like other lessons, this lesson starts off with a "Do Now" containing the following questions: 
1. What elements are found on the Moon? 
2. What two vital resources are not present on the Moon? 
3. Where on the Moon is the best place for agriculture and to build a base?  
4. How many days of sunlight and night are found at the poles? 
5. What were the two bases that won 1st for Elegance and Feasibility during the 2010 Lunar base 
Competition? 
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6. What are a couple differences that you remembered about the two bases? 
These questions will give a chance for students to think about our previous lesson about technically 
feasible lunar bases. These technically feasible lunar bases all contained greenhouses, and this was the 
segue into this third lesson. 
Science Topics Covered 
 Elements for life 
Presentation 
 The Moon base is a biosphere in a hostile, but resource rich environment. The secret to this 
biosphere is the greenhouse level, because plants are necessary for a biosphere. Plants are useful to 
humans as a way to grow food and raw materials. There is also a gas exchange between plants and 
people. People breathe in oxygen and breathe out CO2; conversely, plants take in CO2, and emit oxygen. 
This makes a system that balances itself out and takes care of CO2 scrubbing the air in the base is one of 
the multiple uses of the greenhouse level of the base. 
 The obvious use of plants is for nutrition. This is especially so because it would be extremely 
difficult to bring animals to the moon for food. However, one can't grow plants in Lunar Regolith. It 
doesn't hold water, and it contains aluminum, which is poisonous to plants. To overcome this, one could 
process the regolith, grow plants hydroponically or simply use soil made mostly of compost. To make 
compost you keep inedible plant and other organic materials from the kitchen (not the bathroom) in a 
box with worms. The worms will eat the plant matter and excrete nutritious soil. Other organics from 
the bathroom can now be added to the mix.  This compost/manure could be mixed with regolith or used 
as is to grow plants on the moon. Thus plants can help solve the problem of plants needing organics to 
grow on the Moon. 
 To start the discussion on which plants to grow, we start with which nutrients people need and 
what diseases can be caused by not having those nutrients. Some of them are quite startling. They are 
all detailed in Figure 9: 
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 Need for Deficiency 
Vitamin A Growth & development, immune 
function, vision 
Night blindness, dry eye, 
blindness 
Vitamin B1 (Thiamine) Maintenance of nervous system BeriBeri, memory loss 
Vitamin B3 (Niacin) Energy and metabolism Pellagra 
Vitamin B6 ( Metabolism, make other vitamins  Neuropathy, anemia  
Vitamin B9 (folate) Healthy blood cells Anemia (macrocytic) 
Vitamin B12 (cyanocobalamin)  Metabolism Anemia (pernicious) 
Vitamin C Immune health Scurvy 
Vitamin D Bone health Rickets, osteomalecia, 
osteoporosis 
Vitamin E Metabolism Muscle pain, red blood cell 
destruction 
Vitamin K Blood clotting Rare, excess bleeding 
Calcium Bones and muscles Osteoporosis, neuromuscular 
disorders 
Iodine Thyroid development, 
metabolism 
Goiter 
Protein Building blocks of tissue Kwashiorkor 
Figure 9: Necessary Nutrient 
For a healthy diet, Protein and Vitamins need to be at least 37% of one’s diet. In space there is also a 
problem with calcium loss, which affects astronaut’s bones and teeth. This is a challenge that must be 
overcome. With the difficulty of bringing animals into space for food, there is a problem with acquiring 
protein as well. Proteins are essential elements for growth and repair, good functioning and structure of 
all living cells and are essential for life. To know which plants to grow, we need to consider the various 
nutrients people need and then what plant food staples have in terms of nutrients. They are detailed in 
Figure 10 below.  
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Plant 
(Per 100g portion) 
CO2 
Type 
Temp. 
(°C) 
Yield 
(ton/ha) 
Energy 
(Cal) 
Protein 
(grams) 
Vitamin 
Richness 
Grows  
Natively In: 
Maize C4 20-25 9 370 9 Rich North America 
Rice C3 25-30 15 360 7 Rich East Asia 
Wheat C3 10-25 9 330 13 Medium China 
Potato C3 10-30 44 80 2 Medium North America 
Cassava C3 25-30 27 160 1 Medium Brazil 
Soybean C3 10-15 4 150 13 Rich East Asia 
Sweet Potato C3 15 33 90 2 Poor South America 
Sorghum C4 20 13 340 11 Poor Tropical Regions 
Yam C3 30-35 23 120 2 Rich Africa, Asia 
Plantain C3 25 8 120 1 Medium Tropical S.E. Asia 
Cattails C3 25-30 34 60 5 Poor Any Wetlands 
Taro C3 25-35 6 140 2 Rich S.E. Asia 
Figure 10: Common Food Staples 
 Note that C3 plants are more efficient than C4 plants in temperatures below 30°C (85°F). Above 
that C4 plants are more efficient. Also C4 plants have advantages in droughts, low nitrogen 
environments, and low CO2 environments. It should also be noted that not all protein has to be gotten 
through these food staples. There are supplementary foods that can be brought/grown that are protein 
rich. Most notable examples are: fish, worms, quinoa, lentils, tempeh, beans (black, kidney, mung, 
pinto), spirulina (a seaweed-like algae that grows in lakes), hemp seeds, soy beans, pumpkin seeds, 
asparagus, cauliflower, peanuts, almonds, and broccoli. With this information, we can now segue into 
the design activity. 
 The design activity is deciding which plants to grow in the greenhouse. Before we can start 
deciding, there are a few caveats about the greenhouse: 
1. It's designed with 2 sections, 1 twice as big as the other. 
2. The CO2 levels and other atmospheric conditions are completely and separately controllable 
between the two sections. 
3. The temperatures are also completely and separately controllable. 
4. C3 Plants will grow twice a big or twice as fast with double the CO2 levels. 
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Activity 
Then in the design activity, the first thing the students must do is choose 2 staple foods to grow in the 
greenhouse. They are given the staples along with some extra information about them. 
 Maize (or Corn) (originally from Central America) –Harder to grow than grains but produces a lot 
of food per plant. World average 4.4 metric ton/hectare, USA 8.9 tons/hectare. Record Holder 
11 metric tons / hectare in South Africa (under irrigation)  
 Rice (originally from South East Asia) – Lots of water usually needed but with SRI much less. 
World average 2 tons/hectare in water rice paddies. SRI 6-7 tons/hectare/but often reaches 10-
15 tons. China record 14.8 tons/hectare, World Record SRI under set in India 22 tons/hectare in 
a 2 acre plot. Note: Brown rice will prevent the disease Scurvy, white rice will not. 
 Wheat (the basis of bread) – Originally from Middle East. This is quite nutritious but takes a lot 
of space to grow and provides little usable food per plant. World Average 3.1 tons/ hectare; 
Holland 8.9 tons/ hectare; World record 15.01 tons/hectare in New Zealand. 
 White Potatoes (Originally from South America in the Andes Mountains) –A lot of food even 
from low quality soil. You eat the roots called tubers and they form as the day length compared 
to night decreases.  World average is 17.4 tons/hectare.  The USA average is 44 tons/hectare. 
The world record is 88 tons/hectare achieved in New Zealand. 
 Cassava (also known as manioc, yucca) (probable origin Southern Brazil) – Will grow in soils of 
low quality. You can eat both the roots and the leaves and the leaves have as much protein as 
eggs. The stem is filled with white latex, the basis for making rubber and can be used as a glue or 
binder in making paper. Average yield is 10.2 tons per hectare, but was 27.3 in Barbados. 
Research in Nigeria suggests an average of 40 tons is possible there but is now 10.6 
tons/hectare. Other places have achieved 60 tons/ hectare.  World record is about 90 tons 
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 Soy Beans (origin was southern China) – You can eat the beans without cooking them. Common 
yield is about 2.3 tons/ hectare, but in Turkey the average is 3.7 tons/hectare.  The record 
holder in the USA got 10.8 tons per hectare over his whole 300 acre farm but on one special 
irrigated area pushed that up to about 15 tons per hectare.  
 Sweet Potatoes (Originally from South America in the Andes Mountains) – A lot of food even 
from low quality soil. You eat the roots, but can eat the greens too. Average is 13.2 tons/hectare 
but the Senegal average is 33.3 tons/hectare. World record set in Israel at 80 tons/ hectare. 
 Sorghum (origin was North East Africa) – Can be turned into a flour, couscous, porridge or 
molasses- also baskets and brooms. World average is 1.37 Tons/ hectare, but the USA gets 4.5 
tons/hectare and Jordan is the highest with 12.7 tons / hectare.  The world record is 20.1 tons 
per hectare, achieved in the USA. . 
 Yams (Originally from Sub Sahara West Africa) – A lot of food and very healthy most are grown 
in Nigeria. World average is 10.7 tons per hectare, but the Japan average is 22.9 tons / hectare.  
 Plantains (origin probably Malaysia, certainly Southeast Asia) – Average yield is about 4 
tons/hectare, but it can go as high as 15 tons /hectare and the highest  yields are coming out of 
research done in Cuba.  
 Taro (also known as Elephant Ears) (origin was Southeast Asia or India) – Average yield ranges 
for 13-20 tons /hectare but Egypt has achieved 28 tons per hectare.  No record figure is readily 
available. 
 Cattails – and there are two kinds of this swamp grass.  One of them can live almost anywhere 
(one originated in northern Europe, the other in North America). Studies indicate that it is about 
33.6 tons/ hectare. A hectare produces 15,993 lbs of a substance much like flour.   
Using this information, as well as material from the presentation, the students would choose 2 food 
staples to grow in the greenhouse, considering temperature, CO2 and much of their nutritional 
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requirements. Then students would select 1 not staple food either as a protein supplement or for taste 
to grow on the Moon. They could choose another staple or something from the list of staples, list of 
supplementary protein choices, or some other plants they wish to grow. Then after deciding which 
plants to grow, the students would then have to decide what plants they are going to grow in which 
section of the greenhouse and what the atmospheric and temperature conditions of each greenhouse 
will be. 
 Lastly, this lesson contains an "Exit Ticket" for after the activity. This exit ticket is designed not to 
test students, but to get feedback on the curriculum. The questions were: 
1. Rate us 1-10. 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest How interesting was the subject? 
2. How well do you feel you’ve learned what was taught and how well was the information 
delivered? 
3. How engaging did you find  the activities?  Were they fun and held your attention or were they 
boring? Please be honest 
4. Which 1-3 things  did you like most about the three days we were here? 
5. Which 1-3  things did you like the least?  What should we drop or change?  
We will collect this Exit Ticket and use it to evaluate our last lesson in D term, after this project is 
officially over. The results of this evaluation will be on file with Professor Wilkes. 
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Conclusion 
Evaluation 
 In conclusion, this project was a major success. Even though we were a two man team, we were 
able to fulfill the main requirements for this project and accommodated  additional requests. During 
Term A we developed a large number of partnerships. Without the cooperation of Dan Anderson 
(Christa McAuliffe Charter School) and Abby Foster Kelly Middle School there would not have been a 
project to begin with. Not only that, during B term, we developed some close relations with some 
members at the AIAA Conference in Maryland. Several seem to have developed a keen eye for the 
change we are trying to being to Middle School Curricula though they are not themselves k-12 
educators. 
Over the course of C and D term, we were then able to develop high quality, fun and interactive 
lessons for Dan Anderson’s students. Students were very active and engaged in all of the learning 
material. Dan was very pleased and happy with the time and effort we took to get to know his students 
and their differences in learning styles as well as his teaching style. As Dan said, “Overall, you and 
Andrew did a great job and learned lots about how my kids learn here at McAuliffe.  I appreciate all the 
time and efforts you have put in getting this information across to the younger generation”. 
For all the kind help Dan has done, we decided to return the favor and conclude our project as 
Dan Anderson’s science fair judges. We went through and explored all the different projects and topics 
of Space each student learned and researched about; and we were happy to evaluate and listen to these 
students present their two month long research efforts.  
Future Works 
 Looking back one thing we wished we did differently was divide each lesson plan into two days. 
It wasn’t that there was too much lesson material taught in one day, it was more that we didn’t have 
enough time to go through all the activities like we wanted to or didn’t spend enough time in each 
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activity. Once in a while we found ourselves fighting against time and forced to go through some 
material slightly faster than desired. Although this is a daily struggle all teachers deal with, I believe as 
two college students we did a great job time managing and presenting the information needed.  
 In the near future, we hope that more college- school partnerships can be developed and a 
chain reaction can occur where more schools draw inspiration from this grade5-8 science class 
enrichment program and enhance their science curricula. This effort would create a better learning 
environment with engaging materials.  Then more students would find science education to be the “fun” 
class and an exciting place one looks forward to being in. 
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Lesson One: Life on Moon and Mars 
Do Now 
Name: ________________________________________ 
Day 1: DO NOW 
1. Take a piece of paper, and draw the Solar System as you know it. 
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2. Try to include at least the Sun, Earth, the Moon and Mars, label them. 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Rank these 4 in size (the best you know), 1 on the biggest to 4 on the smallest. 
 
 
 
 
4. When done pick up a note sheet with fill in the blank notes from the guest teachers. 
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Presentation 
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Fill in the blank Notes 
How to Sustain Life on the Moon and Mars 
I. Gravity 
a. Definition: it’s the ____________ force between all objects 
b. our weight is based upon the mass and density of the Earth and ourselves  
c.  keeps objects from moving away from each other while in motion, causing orbits 
d. Sun’s gravitational force is strong enough to keep all the planets from moving away 
from it 
 
 
II. Gravity on Moon and Mars 
a. Mars 
i. Bigger than the Moon, but smaller than the Earth 
ii. gravitational force is about ____ (37.5%) of that on Earth 
iii. A day on Mars is about the same as it is on Earth 
b. Moon 
i. ____ the gravitational force than that on earth 
ii. moon’s ___________________________________ 
1. near side of the moon has much more mass than the far side of the 
moon  
a. the near side of the moon is much denser 
2. We only see __________________ 
iii. Rotates at ______________and ______ Earth nights 
iv. This constant way in which the Moon moves relative to Earth is what makes the 
man in the Moon always face the Earth 
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III. What is needed for life 
a. One thing Mars and the Moon have in common is that they are the two next places 
mankind should logically settle on 
b. There are 4 elements necessary for life 
i. CHON – ____________________________________________________ 
ii. For there to be life on Mars and the Moon, we much have these 4 elements 
 
IV. Settling on the Mars 
a. Like Earth, Mars’ equator is the warmest with the most sunlight 
i. Equator would be the best place to build a base to grow plants 
b. Has an atmosphere that is rich in  ___ 
c. Extract ________ and ________ through the atmosphere 
d. __________ can be found easily on Mars 
e. Spectral images show that soil near the poles has a lot of Hydrogen 
i. Hydrogen can be combined with Oxygen extracted from the C02 rich 
atmosphere to form water. 
 
V. Settling on the Moon 
a. The equator temperature ranges from 250F to -250F 
b. At the _________: Temperature ranges from 225F to -387F 
i. On the surface of the South Pole temperatures can reach 225F 
ii. The ______________is the best place to support life 
c. Has almost ________________ 
d. Resources useful to sustain life: 
i. __________ extracted from the Oxide rocks -- __________ 
ii. ___________ extracted from Regolith (moon soil)-- ___________ 
iii. _________ and ________ would need to be ___________+ 
1. (there are very small amounts of carbon found on the Moon) 
e. Also has a great supply of _________: Useful for _________________ 
 
VI. Nuclear Fusion 
a. Process of __________ elements at very high speeds to hopefully join them together 
and ___________into another element 
b. Only some elements are good for this 
i. _________ does this efficiently and lets off a lot of energy 
1. This energy can be used a lot like nuclear power plants today and are 
more efficient 
 
Moon vs Mars Handout Activity 
MOON 
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Distance from Earth: 
Distance from Sun: 
Atmosphere: 
Gravitational Force: 
Weather: 
Resources: (List if it’s plentiful or not plentiful): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Best area for agriculture: 
We can utilize resources and create: 
MARS 
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Distance from Earth: 
Distance from Sun: 
Atmosphere: 
Gravitational Force: 
Weather:  
Resources: (List if it’s plentiful or not plentiful): 
 
 
 
Best area for agriculture: 
We can utilize resources and create 
Exit Ticket 
Name: ________________________________________ 
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Moon & Mars Introduction Wrap-Up 
 
1. Put the following in order of their distance from Earth, closest to farthest: Sun, Moon, and Mars. 
 
 
2. What two vital resources are not present on the Moon? 
 
 
3. Put the following in order from the lowest mass to the highest mass: Earth, Moon, Mars, and Sun. 
 
 
4. What was your favorite part of the lesson? 
 
 
 
5. Write 3 things you learned. 
 
 
 
6. Write 3 things that you found unclear or didn’t understand from the lesson. 
 
 
 
 
 
Lesson Two: Moon Base Design Comparison 
Do Now 
Name: ________________________________________ 
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Day 2: Do Now – Mars & Moon Answers 
 
1. What do we need to have life? 
CHON + sunlight 
 
2. What elements are found on the Moon? 
 Oxygen, Hydrogen, Helium -3 isotope 
 
3. Where are the CHON elements found? 
Oxygen extracted from the Oxide rocks -- plentiful 
Hydrogen extracted from Regolith (moon soil)-- plentiful 
Nitrogen and Carbon would need to be imported  
(there are very small amounts of carbon found on the Moon but not enough) 
 
4. What elements are found on Mars? 
All elements can be found on Mars 
 
5. What do you think we can grow on Mars with these element? 
 (Students choice just to think about. Could say anything) 
 Plastic – 3D printing 
 
6.  What do you think we can grow on the Moon with these elements? 
 (Students choice just to think. Could say anything. Allows them to think about what third 
lecture will be about) 
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Presentation 
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Fill in the blank notes. 
Moon Base Design Comparison 
Lunar Base Competition 2010 
• ________ Entries but only ________ that were ___________________  
• Location: __________________________________ 
• Gravitational Difference: ___________________________________ 
• ____________________ Atmosphere 
• Getting things to Moon - $10,000/ lb 
• Primary _________________________: Provide a ______________________, and 
_______________________ development facility on the ___________________ 
• Most important scientific material so far is 300 kg of regolith brought back by 
_____________________ Astronauts  
• Competition was to design a _____________________ ____________________  base an 
international effort to build a permanent ______________________ 
________________________ on the moon 
• Design Requirements: 
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• Facilities located ____________________________________________________  
for Protection from everyday radiation (not solar flares) 
• _____________________ risk of solar Flares, vacuum of space, etc.  
• Human Comfort 
• All plans support a resident staff of _____________ people  
• All entrants were to presume the infrastructure of a first generation base under 
construction by _____________________, completed by 2040 
• Two base designs that tied for 1st for ___________________________ ____________ 
____________________________ Award in 2011: ______________________ and 
_____________ __________________ 
 
Craterville 
• Base acquires _____________________ : 
• ________________ from _________________ ___________________. 
• Ex. Iron oxide, Titanium oxide 
• ____________________ from water in __________________ 
________________ 
• _________________ _________ _____________________ are 
_____________________ from Earth 
• A _______________________ will be skimming ____________________ 
off Earth atmosphere while in orbit 
• _______________-______ exported to Earth and used for _______________ 
___________________ 
• __________________ from Moon to Earth done in _______________________ 
containers 
• ________________ containers used from _______________ -> ______________ 
• Base Energy Source:  
• Helium-3 nuclear fusion reactor 
• ___________________ continuous ____________________ 
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• Tower has reflective surface that _____________ ________ _________________ and 
sends it down 
• Sunlight coming in _____________________ 
• Base has 3 layers 10 m apart and located ______________________ 
• Protects against ______________________ (including solar flares) 
• Top level- ______________________ _________________ 
• In the case of a Solar Flare – go to __________ ________________ chamber 
• ________________ access 
• ____________ _____________ ___________________ (airlock) for people and 
supplies  
• __________________ _________________ for large/sensitive equipment  
• Water is acquired from __________ _________________ ___________________ in 
crater 
• A ___________________ makes __________________ ___________ 
_____________ ____________ ________________ and  
• Ice is then pulled up to _______________ ______________ of the base- 
__________________ ____________________ area 
 
Moon Capital 
• Base acquires CHON by __________________ _____________________ 
• Base Energy source is through __________________ _________________ 
• Tower has __________________ __________________ and is extremely large 
compared to Craterville 
• Base is placed on _____________ 
• 3 meters (10ft) of ________________ will ____________ ___________% of cosmic 
radiation 
• During Solar Flare- _______________ _________________ type doors pile 
regolith on top and move people to ________________ 
• Design is very ______________________ for protection against radiation 
• ____________________ __________________ are used to get in and out of base 
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• Water is acquired from a shallow crater  
• (no such crater is known to exist on the Moon) 
•  => __________ _______________  
 
Extracting Minerals 
• Robots will be used to _______________ _______________, _______________ and 
_________________ from lunar regolith 
• Japanese designing a robot base that _________________ __________________ 
_______________ presence  
 
Design Review Activity Designs 
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Exit Ticket 
Name: __________________________________________________________ Date: ________________ 
Moon Base Exit Ticket 
Craterville: 
What is the method of getting in and out of the Base? 
 
Radiation Protection: 
 
 
What to do in the event of a solar flare? 
 
How to get water on the base? 
 
 
Base energy source: 
 
How much sunlight: 
 
How is this base getting CHON? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moon Capital: 
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What is the method of getting in and out of the Base? 
 
Radiation Protection: 
 
What to do in the event of a solar flare? 
 
How to get water on the base? 
 
 
Base energy source: 
 
How much sunlight: 
 
How is this base getting CHON: 
 
Lesson 3 
Do Now 
Name: ________________________________________ 
 
Do Now: Day 3- Biosphere 
 
1. What elements are found on the Moon? 
 
 
 
2. What two vital resources are not present on the Moon? 
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3. Where on the Moon is the best place for agriculture and to build a base?  
 
 
 
4. How many days of sunlight and night are found at the poles? 
 
 
 
 
5. What were the two bases that won 1st for Elegance and Feasibility during the 2010 Lunar base 
Competition? 
 
 
 
 
6. What are a couple differences that you remembered about the two bases? 
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Activity 
Design Activity: Deciding what 10 Plants to grow on the moon. 
 
Two or three of your choices should come from the list of known “staples” that one or another 
human grouphas lived on for more than 50% of their food. Note: A hectare is 2.47 acres and an 
acre is about the size of a football field.  
 
 
First, choose 2 staple foods. 
Staple Food:  cross out those that you do know what that food or plant is.  From the rest select 
two of them as your favorites to take to the moon with you.  Consider how much room they take 
to grow as well as how good they taste to you.  . 
 
______Maize (or Corn) (originally from Central America) 
Harder to grow than grains but produces a lot of food per plant 
World average 4.4 metric ton/hectare, USA 8.9 tons/hectare. 
Record Holder 11 metric tons / hectare in South Africa (underirrigation)  
 
______Rice (originally from South East Asia) 
Lots of water usually needed but with SRI much less. 
World average 2 tons/hectare in water rice paddies. SRI 6-7 tons/hectare/but often 
reaches 10-15 tons. China record 14.8 tons/hectare, World Record SRI under set in India 
22 tons/hectare in a 2 acre plot.  
 
Note: Brown rice will prevent the disease Scurvy, white rice will not. 
 
______Wheat(the basis of bread) 
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Originally from Middle East 
This is quite nutritious but takes a lot of space to grow and provide little usable food per 
plant.World Average 3.1 tons/ hectare; Holland 8.9 tons/ hectare; World record 15.01 
tons/hectare in New Zealand. 
 
______White Potatoes (Originally from South America in the Andes Mountains) 
A lot of food even from low quality soil. You eat the roots called tubers and they form as 
the day length compared to night decreases.   
World average is 17.4 tons/hectare.  The USA average is 44 tons/hectare. 
The world record is 88 tons/hectare achieved in New Zealand. 
 
______Cassava (also known as manioc, yucca) (probable origin Southern Brazil) 
Will grow in soils of low quality. You can eat both the roots and the leaves and the leaves 
have as much protein as eggs. The stem is filled with white latex, the basis for making 
rubber and can be used as a glue or binder in making paper. 
Average yield is 10.2 tons per hectare, but was 27.3 in Barbados. Research in Nigeria 
suggests an average of 40 tons is possible there but is now 10.6 tons/hectare. Other places 
have achieved 60 tons/ hectare.  World record is about 90 tons 
 
______Soy Beans (origin was southern China)  
 You can eat the beans without cooking them.  
Common yield is about 2.3 tons/ hectare, but in Turkey the average is 3.7 tons/hectare.  
The record holder in the USA got 10.8 tons per hectare over his whole 300 acre farm but 
on one special irrigated area pushed that up to about 15 tons per hectare.  
 
 
______Sweet Potatoes (Originally from South America in the Andes Mountains) 
A lot of food even from low quality soil. 
You eat the roots, but can eat the greens too. 
Average is 13.2 tons/hectare but the Senegal average is 33.3 tons/hectare.  
World record set in Israel at 80 tons/ hectare. 
 
______Sorghum (origin was North East Africa) 
 Can be turned into a flour, couscous, porridge or molasses- also baskets and brooms. 
World average is 1.37 Tons/ hectare, but the USA gets 4.5 tons/hectare and Jordan is the 
highest with 12.7 tons / hectare.  The world record is 20.1 tons per hectare, achieved in 
the USA. . 
 
______Yams (Originally from Sub Sahara West Africa) 
A lot of food and very healthy most are grown in Nigeria. World average is 10.7 tons per 
hectare, but the Japan average is 22.9 tons / hectare.  
 
______Plantains (origin probably Malaysia, certainly Southeast Asia) 
Average yield is about 4 tons/hectare, but it can go as high as 15 tons /hectare and the 
highest  yields are coming out of research done in Cuba.  
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______Taro (also known as Elephant Ears) (origin was Southeast Asia or India) 
Average yield ranges for 13-20 tons /hectare but Egypt has achieved 28 tons per hectare.  
No record figure is readily available. 
 
______Cattails – and there are two kinds of this swamp grass.  One of them can live almost 
 anywhere (one originated in northern Europe, the other in North America). 
Studies indicate that it is about 33.6 tons/ hectare. A hectare produces 15,993 lbs of a 
substance much like flour.   
 
Next: 
Identify 1 non-staple food sources you would like to grow in the greenhouse. Either for taste or protein 
supplement. 
Exit Ticket 
Final Exit Ticket 
 This is the final time you guys will see us. Maybe in the near future there may be another group 
of students who will come in and teach you guys other facts and knowledge of space. But before we go 
we want a review and idea of how well we taught the material and if it was fun and engaging 
1.  Rate us 1-10. 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest How interesting was the subject? 
 
 
2.  How well do you feel you’ve learned the information and how well was the information taught? 
 
 
3. Do you feel the activities were fun and engaging? Or were they boring? Please be honest 
 
 
4. What did you like about the three days we were here? 
 
 
 
5. What didn’t you like? What should we change?  
 
 
